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A major award-winning international 
organization, working in 20  
developing economies 

ESPN film achieved over 170,000 
views on Youtube for One World 
Futbol and their Chevrolet partnership

Significant impact—impacted 35,792 
young people in Tanzania through  
the GOAL campaign

A partnership that helps businesses 
achieve their strategic Social 
Responsibility goals through  
a mutually beneficial relationship

A partnership that promotes  
and enables real engagement  
and ownership for all involved

Partnership objectives drive 
involvement: Football equipment 
partner or complete Hat-Trick  
Initiative Partner 

Strategic Partnership:  
Launch a program and be part  
of the decision making 

Design corporate responsibility strategy 
with Coaches Across Continents—
exclusive partnership with one country 
of strategic importance

Educates communities around the 
world by using football as a tool  
for social impact 

Uses the cascade model whereby 
coaches educate local teachers and 
volunteers who pass the message  
on to the children

Sustainability is ensured by using 
deep community involvement

A unique cAuse mArketing pArtner thAt creAtes  
sociAl impAct through sports

Coaches Across Continents is a unique  
global organization that uses sport  
for social impact

Coaches Across Continents work with  
corporations, foundations and teams who 
share the vision of the real power of sport

Coaches Across Continent’s Social 
Responsibility Partnership program is 
unique—collaboratively designed,  
tailor-made partnerships

A leading partner in cause marketing  
campaigns using sports to achieve social 
change in the communities that need it most

Coaches Across Continents



Doing well by Doing gooD
Cause marketing describes mutually beneficial 
commercial relationships between corporations 
and not-for-profit organizations championing  
a specific cause.

A successful cause marketing relationship 
contributes to tackling an identified issue 
(the cause) supported by the not-for-profit 
while generating commercial benefits for the 
for-profit business partner, often in the form 
of increased brand awareness and customer 
loyalty, ultimately resulting in increased sales 
and employee engagement. The not-for-profit 

equally benefits from access to funds and/or 
in kind support and increased awareness of its 
cause through association with the partner’s 
brand and business. Cause marketing differs from 
traditional corporate philanthropy of donations 
towards a charitable aim in that the objective is 
a partnership where the business is also “doing 
well”, not just “doing good.”

brAnDing
The corporation may benefit 
from increased brand 
awareness and customer 
loyalty from being seen 
to support a cause also 
embraced by their customers. 
Partnership may contribute 
to the company’s image and 
generate PR activity often 
over and above monetary 
value provided.

business  
strAtegy
Being associated with  
a not-for-profit organization 
operating in a specific 
market/location can provide 
corporations with recognition 
and facilitate access to new 
markets and thereby build  
a new customer base.

recruitment & 
retention  
proposition
Individuals are increasingly 
assessing employer’s 
involvement in, and 
opportunities to engage with, 
social and community affairs. 
Partnerships can provide 
employee engagement 
opportunities for staff as 
well as support development 
of leadership and team work 
skills through volunteering.

philAnthropy
Engaging in a cause 
marketing partnership 
aligned to a corporation’s 
value allows the business 
to fulfil its philanthropic 
and corporate social impact 
ambitions and values.

Cause Marketing Overview



builDing competitiVe ADVAntAge 
through cAuse mArketing 

Research, notably the 2010 Cone Cause 
Evolution Study, as well as evidence from 
cause marketing campaigns demonstrate  
the considerable impact these partnerships 
can have when successful.

of Americans say they 
have purchased a
product because it was 
associated with a social  
or environmental cause

41%

of consumers have a more
positive image of a product  
or company when it supports 
a cause they care about

85%
of Americans consider 
a company’s social and 
environmental commit-
ments when deciding 
where to work

69%
of consumers want 
companies to tell them 
the ways they are 
supporting causes

90%

61% of consumers would try 
a new brand that supports 
a cause; 80% are likely to 
switch brand, and 19% would 
buy a more expensive brand

of employees feel a strong 
sense of loyalty to their 
company when involved 
in their employer’s cause-
related programs

90%oV
er

of employees want to be involved in 
their company’s cause-related efforts 
through paid time off to volunteer/
participate in company sponsored 
volunteer days/skills-based volunteer 
opportunities

75%oV
er

consumers think companies 
should address are: 
Economic development, 
health and disease, hunger, 
education and access to 
clean water.

top 5 iss
ue

s

th
e

61%

Cause Marketing Impact



corporAte sociAl responsibility benefit oVerView: 
benefit society AnD business  
Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) aspires to integrate 
social responsibility into strategy and core business operations.  
The aim is to create “shared value” by making CSR activities beneficial 
both to society and the business itself, for example in the form  
of enhanced reputation, greater attractiveness as employers,  

or increased innovative strength. CSR activities are not dismissed  
as a costly and selfless act but rather are understood as  
a “source of competitive advantage”. In order to be able to exploit 
these competitive advantages successfully, however, a proactive  
and long-term strategic approach is necessary.

Strategic CSR helps companies to become 
more resilient to customer perceptions 
on product and unforeseen negative 
information about the company.

reputAtion
Businesses have assimilated a much more 
strategic view with many now utilizing CSR 
as an opportunity and part of a sustainable 
growth strategy. CSR has become an 
important factor for a business’s ability  
to succeed in the marketplace long-term.

A core business strAtegy 
CSR is overall one of the most important 
drivers of employee engagement.  
An organization’s reputation for social 
responsibility is an important driver  
for both engagement and retention  
among all age groups.

employee engAgement

CSR



corporAte sociAl responsibility impAct: 
stAy AheAD of the competition   
Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility, when developed effectively, can become 
a key aspect of the business leading to a financial return on the investment.

CSR

Of company reputation  
is directly related to CSR.

Stronger public image for 
companies with strategic 
CSR programs.

40%

43%

Improved morale 
amongst employees of 
companies with strong 
CSR programs.

This data comes directly from KRC research 
on executives in Fortune 200 companies 
and Forbes.com.

55%

Of millennial employees 
would consider leaving 
if the company’s CSR 
values no longer met 
their expectations.

86%
Of executives say that 
funding non-profit partners 
makes organizations  
more effective in their  
CSR efforts.

72%

73%
Of executives say that  
non-profits bring expertise 
that help CSR programs  
to thrive.

employees customer imAge non-profit pArtnerships



whAt coAches Across continents brings  
to successful pArtnerships

• Coaches Across Continents work with partners to develop a specific 
soccer curriculum targeting a social issue of relevance to both the 
partnering company and the local community.

• Programs cover varied topics such as financial literacy,  
health and wellbeing and female empowerment.

• Coaches Across Continents work with partners to custom  
design every curriculum and achieve maximum impact.

Align cAmpAign to
pArtner objectiVes

• Coaches Across Continents use their crowd source platform to track 
customers and advertise promotions through their system.

• Coaches Across Continents publicizes their partners’ involvement 
through a range of channels, and also tracks consumption patterns.  
The partner corporation also has the opportunity to advertise 
promotions to Coaches Across Continents supporters through  
the crowd source platform.

enhAnce brAnD,
mArketing AnD pr

• Coaches Across Continents design programs that provide partner’s 
employees training and development opportunities through  
football games.

• During the GOAL program for instance, employees from the sponsor 
organization were trained to coach, providing employees with 
valuable leadership skill and development opportunities in addition 
to supporting the local communities they worked with.

proViDe recruitment
   AnD retention   proposition

• Coaches Across Continents provide guidance and flexible 
collaboration to help a company reach their business objectives 
through cause marketing campaigns.

• Coaches Across Continents support a partner’s overall strategy 
through cause marketing. This includes for instance advising partners 
on how projects related to specific issues can be implemented 
through sport.

support compAny’s cAuse  
mArketing  strAtegy

Coaches Across Continents



coAches Across continents’ pArtnership trAck recorD   
DemonstrAtes success
In Ghana, India, Indonesia and Tanzania, Coaches Across Continents 
worked with Standard Chartered Bank to align the campaign to the 
bank’s own objectives. Standard Chartered were heavily involved in the 
development of the GOAL curriculum, aimed at empowering girls by, 
amongst other things, educating them in financial issues.

Partnerships with Coaches Across Continents create opportunities  
for employee engagement. For companies, an active involvement  
in the delivery of training can act as a incentive for employees
and improve recruitment and retention rates.

Partnerships with Coaches Across Continents create high profile PR 
opportunities —the partnership between One World Futbol, Coaches 
Across Continents and Chevrolet reached a global audience through a 
short film aired on ESPN. New media provides marketing opportunities 
including crowd sourcing in order to target promotions.

Coaches Across Continents experience in delivering in a variety  
of contexts means partners are able to target issues relevant to 
them. Coaches Across Continents Hat-Trick Initiative, where results 
are developed over three years, ensures that projects are sustainable.

In 2013, Coaches Across Continents educated 
coaches and teachers from 51 implementing 
community partner programs in soccer for 
social impact in 20 countries— in Africa, Asia, 
North America and South America.

Putting Values Into Practice



coAches Across continents
pArtnerships in Action

Case Studies



cAuse mArketing with coAches Across continents
stAnDArD chArtereD bAnk in tAnzAniA

35,792
young people
reAcheD

• A partnership with Coaches Across Continents recently helped  
to extend Standard Chartered’s GOAL program into Tanzania.

• The GOAL program teaches young people social lessons  
through ball-based games. These lessons are expansive,  
covering health, social and money issues, and importantly  
can be tailored to the specific local community needs.

• The program was delivered in Swahili, which was made  
possible through the local partnership with Standard Chartered,  
while Coaches Across Continents helped to develop the curriculum 
and to train staff and community members.

• A budget of $27,000 reached over 35,792 young people through  
the education programs.

• 157 teachers and volunteers from Tanzania received intensive training.

• Extensive media coverage achieved through the widely publicized  
launch, with recognition from the Minister for Youth Information,  
Sport and Culture and exposure on local news channels.

• Significant Standard Chartered Bank employee involvement  
in delivery, positively impacting retention and reputation.

stAnDArD chArtereD bAnk tAnzAniA

Case Studies



cAuse mArketing with coAches Across continents
stAnDArD chArtereD bAnk in inDonesiA

500  
stAnDArD chArtereD
employees signeD up

• Standard Chartered’s employees were trained in the GOAL 
curriculum, aimed to empower young female adolescents by 
teaching them skills relating to financial literacy, communication, 
rights, responsibilities and health.

• The program focused on four main areas: Be Yourself,  
Be Empowered, Be Healthy and Be Money Savvy.

• The curriculum was developed by Coaches Across Continents  
in partnership with Standard Chartered Indonesia  
to support their aim as a socially responsible organization  
and reinforce their brand promise of being ‘Here for Good’.

• Strong employee engagement with over 500 Standard Chartered 
Indonesia employees signed up for training, representing over 50%  
of the local workforce, positively impacting retention and reputation.

• Standard Chartered’s involvement in GOAL featured on its website, 
demonstrating the importance of the partnership for its brand.

stAnDArD chArtereD bAnk inDonesiA

Case Studies



cAuse mArketing with coAches Across continents
one worlD futbol AnD cheVrolet in brAzil

espn 
coVerAge & promotion
 of cAmpAign

Case Studies

• Coaches Across Continents ran an employee volunteering program 
in partnership with One World Futbol (OWF)—a company making 
durable balls, freeing up funds for other essential resources.

• OWF used Coaches Across Continents’ distribution network  
to maximise their ability to donate balls to areas where these  
were most needed.

• The partnership’s achievement in Brazil featured in a short film 
aired on ESPN. This helped to raise awareness of the impact sports 
can have on communities and was used as a marketing tool  
by OWF and Chevrolet.

• 93% of OWF’s employees in California offered their time as 
volunteers during Coaches Across Continents employee training, 
supporting retention in the business.

• Contributed to awareness-raising and image benefits, with the ESPN 
film highlighting the great work done by Chevrolet and OWF.

• Through the partnership, tens of thousands of balls have been 
donated to communities where they are most valuable.

one worlD futbol



builD your compAny’s cAuse mArketing AnD csr progrAm  
with coAches Across continents

Build your own CSR program

Working with Fortitude management consultants Coaches Across Continents 
have created an innovative and adaptable program for any company’s needs.

step 1 select the foundation of your program:

leVel of pArtnership VAlue whAt you get csr & mArketing compAny benefits

Hat-Trick Initiative Partner:  
1-3 Year Program

from $27,000 
per year

1 year Coaches Across Continents program in global 
location of your choice with local implementing 
partner. Includes 3 staff members travelling to site 
for up to 2 weeks to deliver sport for social impact 
program with community coaches and leaders.  
Year-round communication with partner to ensure 
ongoing implementation of curriculum.

1. Ability to publicize direct impacts,  
numbers and stories through media channels. 

2. Reach new markets, young customers and achieve favor  
with local government officials through commitment  
to social impact. 

Strategic Partner:  
Multiple program partner

from $81,000 
per year

3 Coaches Across Continents programs in global 
locations of your strategic choice with local 
implementing partner. Includes up to 3 Coaches Across 
Continents staff members travelling to each site for 
up to 2 weeks and delivering our sport for social 
impact curriculum. Program is implemented year round 
through ongoing communication with partner.

1. 3 location commitment allows greater reach to the company 
wishing to make an impact in many countries and gain  
access to a market, government, media and customers. 

2. Company can be part of the strategic decision-making 
throughout the program in order to ensure greatest  
shared value.

National Social  
Responsibility Partner:  
1-3 years 

from $162,000 
per year

Choose 1 country for an exclusive partnership with 
Coaches Across Continents. We run an extensive sport 
for social impact program in 6 impact communities for 
2 weeks each. Ongoing year-round communication and 
implementation by a partner on the ground. Extensive 
coverage, reach and commitment to this carefully 
selected market.

1. Ability to have huge social impact in 1 chosen country which  
is tailored to your company and its objectives. 

2. Opportunity to report stories, videos and photos  
to stakeholders and customers in order to garner favor  
for the company in an important strategic country.

3. Added sustainability for the community will create awareness 
well into the future of the company’s commitment. 



step 2 select the additional impacts most appropriate and beneficial for your company:

ADDitionAl items VAlue whAt you get csr & mArketing compAny benefits

CSR Consultancy from $1,100

High level consultancy from a Coaches Across 
Continents staff member who is experienced at 
developing CSR and Cause Marketing programs  
(travel expenses extra).

1. A CSR and Cause Marketing campaign that best  
fit your company’s business objectives. 

2. The ability to meet stakeholders expectations through  
CSR and create an appropriate marketing program.

Community Impact Coach from $3,300

One local coach is selected to travel with the Coaches 
Across Continents team to a different program. This 
allows for real sustainability by building up a network  
of coaches committed to soccer for social impact.  
They return to their community with greater experience 
and skills to deliver programming effectively.

1. Ability to create focused marketing activity on 1 coach  
who has been empowered to make an impact locally  
and use this to empower other communities.

Branded Equipment from $3,300

Coaches Across Continents have access to sports 
equipment which can be branded with your company’s 
logo and taglines to be worn by the Coaches Across 
Continents coaches and local coaches who attend  
the program. 

1. Provides publicity and raises awareness of the impact  
your company is having on these communities. 

2. It creates great pictures, videos and stories with  
clear branding.

One World Futbol from $4,400

Delivery of minimum 200 One World Futbols to the 
program site. These virtually indestructible soccer balls 
are then managed by the partner organization and 
ensure that they have access to a ball which will not 
burst or go flat like regular balls.

1. Allows company to be clear about their long term impact  
on the community. This is not just an event, this investment  
is being used for generations. Message is very powerful  
for long term marketing.

Monitoring and Evaluation  
(our program) from $5,500

Our award winning WISER Monitoring and Evaluation 
system will track the social impact of the program. 
Using a quantitative and qualitative method we 
can find out, amongst other things, the changes in 
awareness and key numbers reached. Participants will 
be educated in using monitoring and evaluation locally.

1. Key to providing in-depth statistics and analysis of the 
program. The company can report to have impacted a large 
number of children and educated communities on key topics 
such as HIV awareness and female empowerment.

Develop App from $5,500

Coaches Across Continents have the ability to create  
a joint app specific to the program. This would 
be widely available to the public and customers 
internationally. 

1. Companies can provide information regarding the project  
and advertise to potential customers. 

2. Offer products and track customer habits and demographics.



step 2 (continueD) select the additional impacts most appropriate and beneficial for your company:

ADDitionAl items VAlue whAt you get csr & mArketing compAny benefits

Staff from Company  
Travel to Program

from $5,500

Company employees can travel with the Coaches Across 
Continents team to run a program in many locations 
worldwide. This employee volunteering initiative  
can be offered to employees across the company.

1. Employee volunteering is an important part of an employee’s 
work with a company and encourages creativity. 

2. It has been shown to improve retention rates.

Employee Volunteer  
Training Day

from $9,900
In country we offer a training day for all local employees  
to participate in the program and find out more about  
the great work their company is doing.

1. Our employee volunteer trainings have had a very high  
uptake leading to greater employee satisfaction. 

2. Higher company morale proven to improve productivity  
and benefit recruitment.

Global Day (i.e. a tournament) from $18,000

Site participation in Global Day such as Peace One Day  
on September 21st. Coaches Across Continents would  
run an event in the local community revolving around sport 
for social impact and emphasizing the participation  
in a global movement.

1. Communicate your company’s brand and message to the local 
community and demonstrate their commitment to the site. 

2. Provides a powerful story to reach CSR and cause marketing 
needs with great branded publicity.

Build A Field (Connor) from $45,000

We have experience working with and building a Connor 
Sport Court at the site. This synthetic field has been proven 
to be sustainable in harsh terrain and can be branded  
with your company’s logo. This provides a safe space  
for young people bringing employment and demonstrating  
the company’s local investment.

1. The court can be branded so that all local users  
will be aware of the company’s local investment  
and commitment to change. 

2. This level of community investment will be key  
for future customers and employee engagement.

3. Ability to collaborate with local government  
and communities in key business markets.

Develop Specific Curriculum from $81,000

Coaches Across Continents can develop a specific social 
impact curriculum aimed at addressing a key need which the 
company wishes to focus on. Previous curricula developed 
include financial literacy and female empowerment.  
This will be implemented during the training, and then  
by the local coaches throughout the year. 

1. Company can take ownership of a global curriculum which 
impacts hundreds of thousands of children and communities. 

2. This will be built around soccer and could address anything 
from the environment to employment training depending  
on your company’s social interest. 

3. Our network allows the games to be played at locations  
of strategic importance for the business and uses the effective 
medium of soccer to communicate.



Annex



where hAs it workeD before?
exAmples of other successful cAuse mArketing cAmpAigns

• A partnership between FC Barçelona and UNICEF resulted  
in funding for projects aimed at fighting infant HIV and AIDS  
in Swaziland, Malawi and Angola.

• Since 2011 this has been expanded to promote positive values 
through sport in Brazil, China, South Africa and Ghana.

• Approaches ranged from training educators and parents to use 
football as a tool to tackle discrimination to raise awareness 
about health issues, to providing basic requirements such  
as food and care.

• Coca-Cola sponsored the 2010 FIFA World Cup while 
fundraising for its Replenish Africa Initiative (RAIN).

• The company pledged to donate to RAIN each time a footballer 
celebrated scoring a goal with a dance.

• In the UK, consumers could collect points through purchases  
of Coke Zero, which would then be converted into donations 
by Coca-Cola.

results
• The program allowed partners to promote their brand,  

attract media attention and enhance Barca’s image  
with associated financial benefits.

• Thousands of children directly affected by improved medical 
access and treatment, food and education while hundreds  
of adults have been trained to continue the work.

results
• The FIFA World Cup was broadcast to 3.4 billion viewers,  

raising awareness of both Coca-Cola and RAIN.

• Coca-Cola committed $30M to provide schools and 
communities with safe drinking water over six years.

• The program will have provided hygiene education and clean 
water sources to an  estimated 2M people by 2015.

fc bArçelonA—unicef cocA-colA—rAin

How have companies used cause marketing?

Annex 01
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for more informAtion, see in pArticulAr:
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www.oneworldfutbol.com

coachesacrosscontinents.org/2013/09/30/cac-one-world-futbol-acer-and-chevrolet-release-a-new-video

www.standardchartered.com/en/index.html

coachesacrosscontinents.org/where-we-work/indonesia/standard-chartered-bank-indonesia

coachesacrosscontinents.org/where-we-work/tanzania/dar-es-salaam-standard-chartered

nick@coachesacrosscontinents.org

adam@coachesacrosscontinents.org

bArcelonA—unicef
arxiu.fcbarcelona.cat/web/Fundacio/english/nacions_unides/convenis/unicef/continguts/accions.html

foundation.fcbarcelona.com/detail/article/season/2011-2012/fc-barcelona-and-unicef-to-strengthen-
collaboration-in-benefit-of-children-in-four-countries

www.unicef.org/infobycountry/spain_62436.html

cocA-colA—rAin
secure.thecoca-colaafricafoundation.org/africa-water-projects-rain.asp

www.coca-cola.co.uk/community/replenishing-africa-during-the-world-cup.html

All information surrounding the work of Coaches Across Continents has been taken  
from their own management and evaluation procedures.

other sources
www.forbes.com/sites/davidhessekiel/2012/01/31/cause-marketing-leaders-of-the-pack

2010, Cone Cause Evolution Study, Cone LLC, Boston, MA, www.coneinc.com

www.forbes.com/sites/forbesleadershipforum/2012/01/18/the-top-10-trends-in-csr-for-2012

www.krcresearch.com/pdfs/SI_CSR_FiveFastFacts.pdf

This publication has been prepared for general guidance 
on matters of interest only, and does not constitute 
professional advice. You should not act upon the 
information contained in this publication without 
obtaining specific professional advice. No representation 
or warranty (express or implied) is given as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained 
in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees 
and agents do not accept or assume any liability, 
responsibility or duty of care for any consequences of you 
or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on 
the information contained in this publication or for any 
decision based on it.

© 2013 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.  
All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers 
to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (a limited liability 
partnership in the United Kingdom) which is a member 
firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, 
each member firm of which is a separate legal entity.

Cause Marketing section developed by PwC.  
CSR and Build Your Own Program sections developed  
by Coaches Across Continents and Fortitude.
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